Frosh By 16-9 Says Hedlund; Geiger Counters, Pick Sophs

The annual MIT Field Day will take place this Saturday afternoon on Briggs Field. Alumni Pool and the Charles River as the Freshmen and Sophomores fight it out for the forty-fourth time. Since 1901 the two classes have been meeting on the field of battle, and although the records over these years favor the Sophomores by a large margin, the final score is usually close because of the hard-fought individual events. Those predicting the event consider experience the greatest Sopho

Both Director of Athletics Ivan J. "Ike" Geiger and veteran track coach Oscar Hedlund predict that the final score will be 16-9, but Geiger favors the Sophs while Hedlund prefers the Freshmen.

Ike gives the class of '57 the victory on successes in the swimming meet, relay race, football game and flag fight. He cites experience as the main factor, pointing out that in the football game both teams are evenly matched and experience should win. He notes that the Freshmen have turned in the superior team this year but still feels that the experience of last year's top-flight '56 team will be enough to dominate. Track coach Oscar Hedlund who has witnessed many twenty-five and Field Day at Tech picks the class of '58 in this traditional autumn battle. He picks upperclassmen, noting that position and more spirit as the Sophomore qualities which should outweigh the weight of experience of the Sophomore class.

Oscar Picks Frosh

Oscar figures, as does Ikes, that the Freshmen, who have already won the first pull of the tug of war, will go to this event. That he disagrees with the Frosf.ing at the Freshmen's superior record. He picks upperclassmen, noting that position and more spirt as the Sophomore qualities which should outweigh the weight of experience of the Sophomore class.

New InsComm Amendment Proposes Election Revisions; Report Presented On Coman's

A new method of electing the vice-president of the Undergraduate Association was presented to the Inscomm on Wednesday's meeting. The present system calls for the person receiving the second highest number of votes for president to become vice-president, which has the inherent defect that these two officers may not be willing to cooperate fully. The proposed amendment also provides that the president shall be the chairman of the Activities Council, which-as

The amendment was introduced by the Inscomm Judicial Committee. The proposal gained the support of the whole committee when it was presented at the Inscomm meeting on Wednesday. The amendment will be submitted to the Ira T. Cushing Prize for the printing of a brochure dealing with the findings and plans of this commission.

The report presented by the Inscomm Committee to deal with those who are guilty of a test case involving nine sophomores was voted by the Inscomm Judicial Committee to present penalties ranging from suspension to expulsion. The report, as presented at the Inscomm Judicial Committee meeting on Wednesday, was voted 8-7 to present penalties ranging from suspension to expulsion.